A t the beginning of the 1958 John Wayne historical romance The Barbarian and the Geisha, Okichi-the geisha of the film's title who provides the film's voice-over narration-insists that " [t]his is my story too" while the film lyrically captures images of traditional Japanese culture pre-Western contact. This forceful assertion of narrative centrality and Okichi's powerful position as narrator in the film challenge many of the masculine and Western privileges normally associated with Hollywood films, particularly those of John Wayne. In Wayne's cinematic world, he is most often the center of the narrative whose subjectivity dominates the audience's perspective, privileging his position (and the position of white males in general) over those of the women and people of color he dominates. Yet in Barbarian, although Wayne still dominates the narrative, Okichi's voice-over establishes that the film is from her point of view, contesting the centrality of Wayne's (and the West's) perspective of the story. From the start, then, the film establishes itself as a site of negotiation about whose film it really is and whose perspective is privileged. For although it stars Wayne and Sam Jaffe, it was filmed in Japan with a largely Japanese cast and crew and doesn't use English subtitles when characters are speaking Japanese. If this is Okichi's story too, a story about Japanese engagement with US culture rather than simply an
American story about the exotic "Other," then The Barbarian and the Geisha explores the possibilities of local cultures asserting their centrality to the dominant narratives about global cultural exchange and cross-cultural engagement.
Okichi's assertion of narrative centrality, therefore, complicates a film that seems a classic example of Hollywood's racist and imperialistic construction of the non-Western world. The film tells the story of Townsend Harris, a US diplomat who in 1858 traveled to Japan to open the country's ports, which had been closed to foreigners for over 200 years. Landing in a small fishing village in the province of Shimoda, Harris must first win over the small community before the hostile local officials agree to take him to the capitol to speak before the Shogun. All the while, Okichi the geisha is sent to stay with Harris and spy on him, but she develops respect for Harris and his American ways, as does the governor of Shimoda, who must choose between adherence to traditional beliefs and his growing respect for Harris. The film's narrative, therefore, exemplifies many of the tropes of cinematic imperialism: it presents an exotic spectacle in which the Western male must navigate the alien spaces of a foreign culture while asserting his mastery over the sexualized and racialized woman who stands in as a reductive representative for the culture as a whole. Moreover, the film's use of CinemaScope widescreen technology only emphasizes Hollywood's spectacular construction of exotic locales for the visual pleasure of Western audiences, participating in Hollywood's Orientalist construction of Asia in the 1950s.
To interpret Barbarian solely within the framework of Western imperialism and Orientalism, however, oversimplifies the film's complicated depiction of US-Japanese relations within the context of global capitalism. After all, the film was released in a unique historical moment in which two former imperial rivals must renegotiate their relationship to each other within a globalizing economy and the need to "contain" communism. With the "loss" of the Chinese to communism, the US government shifted focus in the 1950s onto rebuilding Japan into the ally and trade partner that China could not become.
1 Meanwhile, during and after the 1945-1952 occupation of Japan by the US military, the Japanese began to recognize the necessity of cooperation with their former enemies in order to revitalize the nation's economy and status in the world community. This rather swift reconsideration of their relationship on the part of both the United States and the Japanese, moreover, meant a substantial revision of the cultural stereotypes and racism within both cultures that resulted from years of dehumanizing propaganda leading up to and during World War II.
2 Thus, the negotiation of the 1858 US-Japanese trade agreement dramatized in Barbarian can be seen as an apparent allegory
